Avolites

Stand No.: Hall 12.1 - C10
www.avolites.com

Avolites are a lighting and media company whose mission is to enable creative ambition to become visual reality. We do this by creating and developing cutting edge technology, focussing on user feedback to make our products unique and exciting.

- At the stand, we will be promoting our latest innovation - Synergy - which is due for release this year.
- Synergy is a groundbreaking integration between console and media server turning the whole stage into one visual canvas.
- Head to our stand for demos on creating incredible, immersive performances at the touch of a button.
- The Avolites team are there to take you through the entire range and advise on building the system you need to deliver creative visual control for your unique application.

Beyma

Stand No.: Hall 8 - H38
www.beyma.com

Beyma celebrates its 50th anniversary in 2019 as a professional speaker manufacturer.

- From the beginning, Beyma has been distinguished by its emphasis on technological innovation and international expansion.
- During this 50 years many people has contributed to make Beyma one of the iconic audio brands in the history of audio: researching, creating new products, and serving to the most demanding projects at worldwide level.
- Nowadays Beyma is present in all the continents and keeps the original pace of innovation and constant research while keeping an eco-conscious attitude in its manufacturing plant.
- To those who participated in this journey and to the ones who continue making history with us - thank you!

City Theatrical
Multiverse wireless DMX/RDM

Stand No.: Hall 12.1 - B12
www.citytheatrical.com/multiverse

- City Theatricals Multiverse wireless DMX/RDM system can broadcast as many as 10 universes of DMX data from a single transmitter.
- This award-winning system includes Multiverse SHoW Baby, Multiverse Node, Multiverse Transmitter, Multiverse Gateway, and Multiverse Module for OEM partners.
- Multiverse’s patent-pending breakthrough wireless DMX/RDM technology enables scalability for professional lighting projects like never before.
- Breakthrough innovations of this system include Dual Band Operation, Auto Dynamic Limited Burst, Non-Interfering RDM, and more.
- Multiverse marks the fifth generation of City Theatrical’s engineering development for wireless DMX.